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**Abstract** - This work aims to evaluate the literature on the improvement of Obom fabric, the traditional dress of the Fan-béti in central, southern, and eastern Cameroon, over time. The aim is to search the literature for improvements in the properties of this fabric over time in order to identify what remains to be done since the advent of sustainable development calls for valorizing biodegradable textiles, in short, textiles of natural origin. Consultation of databases (Google Scholar and Researchgate) reveals that the use of tapered bark in clothing is an ancient culture known not only in Cameroon but in many other countries around the world. The trees constantly used in the manufacture of this fabric are Iroko, and it has been found that there are two types of tree, Milicia excelsa and Milicia regia, which nevertheless have certain morphological and physiological distinctions. It should also be noted that slick extraction can be carried out on a tree trunk that has already been cut down and on a tree that is still alive. In the latter case, care must be taken with the quantity of bark to be removed from the tree to avoid destroying it. In the end, the fabric that emerges from this traditional untreated extraction is still quite stiff and does not have good textile properties; we, therefore, need to experiment in future studies with appropriate treatments to obtain properties that can be compared with those of modern textiles.
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1. **Introduction**

Central Africa has the second largest continuous expanse of dense tropical forest after the Amazon basin for its wealth of natural resources and biodiversity [1,2]. Cameroon is a country where biological diversity is particularly high, with a number of woody species accounting for around 42% of its surface area [3]. This Central African country has one of the largest components of this forest block, with around 20 million hectares (ha) of tropical rainforest [4]. Timber is the country's second most important export (30%), after oil (60%) [5]. Despite the fact that they are regressing at a rate of 0.16% per year [6], these forests are among the most varied tropical ecosystems [7] but also the least well-known in terms of biodiversity characterization [8].

While slash-and-burn agriculture and domestic energy needs are some of Africa's main sources of deforestation today [10-11], forestry can also make an important contribution to the textile industry. The bark is an abundant by-product of the forestry industry. This external wood tissue represents between 9% and 15% of the total volume of a log. It is largely made up of fibers yet is most often destined for the pulp and paper industry (300 kg generated per ton of pulp produced) [9].

Textile materials derived from wood can be divided into two categories: those derived from the bark of trees, shrubs, or bushes (Tilia sp., Populus tremula, L,...) and those derived from stemmed plants (Linum usitatissimum L., Urtica dioica L., ...). Due to their diversity, the focus will be on the fibrous web from the liber (inner layer of the bark formed by the cambium) of Iroko (milicia excelsa and milicia regia). In Africa, several resources are located in different places [9-12]. Each region, each ethnic group, each person has their own traditions and has developed their own customs, sometimes ancestral, which define and
characterize them singularly. People have taken advantage of the various constraints imposed by the habitat in which they live and developed fabrics that meet their needs, but not only that. Indeed, fabrics have one main function: clothing, but over time, certain textiles have quickly become ways of standing out and showing one's role in society [9-12]. Throughout time, textiles have quickly come to be seen as a temporal or hierarchical marker in society. In Central Africa (Cameroon and Nigeria), for example, among the Bamilekes, Ndop or Wukari from Nigeria is a royal fabric. It is worn as a ceremonial garment and reserved almost exclusively for funerals or secret ceremonies. Like Ndop in West Cameroon, other regions of the country, such as the South, Centre, and East, have also developed their own textile called Obom, made from the beaten bark of the iroko tree, with a manufacturing process that has remained a real secret for its makers. The aim here is to review the current use of this fiber fleece, the method of obtaining it, its origin, and the iroko tree used to make this fabric.

2. History of Obom

The first textiles in Africa were made from beaten bark, widely used throughout the continent for a time, and then concentrated in Central Africa. "Obom" is the common name for the fabric made from tree bark and is commonly known as tapa in Asia and throughout the Pacific Islands. "Murumba, Pongo or Lengbé" among DRC pygmies [13]. Obom" among the pygmies of eastern Cameroon, "Pèle-mèle" among the Bamoums in Cameroon; this type of textile is made and used in South America, Central Africa, Southeast Asia, the Philippines, and Indonesia, but it is in the South Pacific islands that it achieves its greatest refinement and richest diversity, making it one of the most characteristic products of the cultures of these regions. The figure below shows an image of Obom fabric without finishing.

3. Description

Beated bark is also used in Oceania, South America, Central Africa, and Indonesia and is made from various trees [14]. To date, in Cameroon, 5 tree species have been identified and recognized by the "Baka" Pygmies for manufacturing plant fabrics from their bark. These include Chlorophora Excelsa, a member of the Moraceae family, known as Bangii in Pygmy and Abang in Ewondo [13]. Ficus Mucoso also belongs to the Moraceae family, known by the common name of Fig Tree [13] in Baka Ewawa and Tol in Ewondo.

Petersianthus Macrocarpus, a member of the Lecithidaceae family, was once used to make blankets for newborns, as its bast gives finer, thicker fabrics—paper mulberry (broussonetia papyrifera) [13]. Iroko (Millicia regia, Millicia excelsa), family Moraceae, highly prized for the quality of its wood, is revered by local populations, and the cloth made from its bast is revered by traditional chiefs in Cameroon because of its quality. This is the species that will interest us in our study.

3.1. Harvesting Obom Cloth

After selecting a tree with smooth, straight branches or trunk, at least ten years old, to obtain long strips of bark, the work begins with one or more incisions marking the breaking points of the bark [9]. Barkers are used for this; they are made of bone, bamboo, or wood, depending on the region. This type of utensil is undoubtedly widespread among Neolithic bone and antler artifacts (chisels, bevels, etc.) but remains difficult to identify due to its lack of morphological specificity. It is also possible that the adze, better suited than the axe to precision work, was used to debark large-diameter trunks [9]. This is done by sliding the barker between the xylem and the epidermis, lifting, then pulling to loosen the bark. As long as the sap is not flowing through the branches, the fiber adheres tightly to the wood; as it rises, a moist zone appears between the xylem and the epidermis, facilitating removal. To obtain the best, it is usually necessary to retort the material.

![Fig. 2 Obom texture in Cameroon and beaten bark with protective Mbuti pygmy swastikas](image)

![Fig. 3 Representative images of the Iroko tree and leaves](image)
3.2. Methods used to Harvest Obom Tablecloths

Generally, harvesting is carried out either on a barter tree that has already been cut for the use of its wood. However, literature and experimentation do not contradict the possibility of debarking standing trees [15]. Debarking begins with one or more incisions marking the breaking points in the bark. Tools used for this purpose are difficult to identify due to their lack of morphological specificity. They are numerous among the Neolithic bone and antler objects. Some artifacts are reminiscent of contemporary debarkers [15], and analyses confirm their use in bark processing [16]. After carefully incising, using a debarker, then detaching the start of the strip of bark, traction is exerted from bottom to top in the case of standing trees to tear off a strip. In the case of trunks that have already been cut, the detachment can be done in a circular fashion. As long as the sap does not circulate, the fiber adheres strongly to the wood; when it goes up, a wet zone appears between the xylem and the cortex, facilitating the bark removal. The choice of tree is decisive: to obtain long and regular strips of bark, selecting a smooth trunk with no lower branches is preferable. Young trees and stump shoots are quality supports.

![Fig. 4 Bark extraction methods [17].](image_url)

After debarking, in the case of trees from which strips have been extracted, studies have shown that trees generally develop new tissue, such as callus (hardening and thickening of the epidermis), to ensure their survival [18]. The outer callus originates from the cambium and/or the differentiation of mature xylem cells. Removing bark results in a sharp reduction or slowing down of the stem's growth in thickness to the benefit of the renewal of the bark surface removed. This renewal enables the tree to rapidly re-establish its protective and sap circulation functions [18].

3.2.1. Tanning

According to the testimony of local garment makers, tanning is carried out with the mesh engraved with motifs beforehand; its purpose is to separate the fabric from the tree trunk and allow the quantity of water and sap to be removed mechanically using an ancestral technique.

![Fig. 5 Tanning and tanning tools.](image_url)

To remove the bast from the tree trunk, use a well-filed machete to cut the tanned layer from the trunk, peel off the partially tanned layer, and then carry out a second tanning operation. This operation is carried out using traditional techniques, as illustrated in Figure 6.

![Fig. 6 (a) Unwinding the web (b) Peeling (c) Tanning.](image_url)

3.2.2 Retting

This type of retting is based on the principle of microorganism development: after hours of beating, the bark is immersed in water for 5 to 7 days. During this time, the fabric is naturally subjected to the action of anaerobic bacteria. As soon as the fabric is judged to be free of undesirable constituents and porosities that can be seen on the fabric, it is removed from the water, rinsed, and dried.

![Fig. 7 Rewinding of the Obom nappe.](image_url)

4. Use of Obom

For the time being, Obom is still used in a very specific way. Only people vested with traditional authority can have the privilege of putting it on their bodies, such as traditional chiefs or notables in the Béti tradition [13]. Figure 8 shows a few Cameroonian personalities in Obom garb.
4.1. Fashion Industry

Some fashion designers have invested in the manufacture of decorative objects based on Obom fibers, but the authenticity of this fiber is still not recognized in the textile manufacturing industry; it remains, nevertheless, an object of clothing ennoblement, as illustrated in Figure 9.

5. Geographical Distribution and Main Tree Characteristics

Iroko is widely distributed on the African continent, from Guinea-Bissau to Ethiopia and as far south as Angola and Zimbabwe. The M. regia species, on the other hand, is less widely distributed, confining itself to Senegal and Ghana [19]. Iroko reaches a maximum height of 45 to 50 m, with a diameter of around 2.5 m [19-20]. The bark is grey to dark brown, with yellowish lenticels. The trunk is cylindrical and generally straight, with no branches over a height of 15 to 30 m. It is sometimes slightly serrated at the base and exudes abundant yellowish-white latex when notched. Mature trees often have shallow, prominent roots. The crown is spreading, with obliquely ascending branches. Leaves are simple and alternate, elliptical to oblong, 6 to 20 cm long and 4 to 10 cm wide. While the main morphological features are identical between the two taxa, to the extent that they were and still are commonly confused [20], certain vegetative and reproductive characteristics show a significant difference between M. excelsa and M. regia [21-22].

6. Limits of Obom bark cloth

With scientific progress and the emergence of new technologies, the use of fabrics has moved beyond the traditional domain to conquer the technical field. The variety of weaves and the diversity of raw materials used give fabrics a specific mechanical behavior that has become the focus of much research. As a result, today, the design of a product intended for human contact is no longer possible without considering its sensorial rendering. These sensory characteristics are added to the mechanical properties required for the product to function properly; textile surfaces are obviously involved. As far as the current Obom is concerned, it is a fleece that has so far only one field of use, that of clothing. It's also important to note that, over and above its traditional character, and according to our consumer surveys, this textile has poorer sensory properties and little-known textile potential. In light of this, we asked ourselves the following question: wouldn't it make sense to explore the textile potential web through mechanical, physicochemical, and thermal treatments and characterizations to recommend its various areas of use [23]. In this work, we will first experiment with a better method for extracting and then treating the Obom web before carrying out characterizations. Finally, based on its various properties, we can eventually recommend its various fields of use.

7. Conclusion

At the end of this analysis, let's recall that this work aimed to evaluate the literature on the improvement of Obom fabric, the traditional dress of the Fan-béti in central, southern, and eastern Cameroon, over time. The aim is to search the literature on improvements in the properties of this fabric over time in order to identify what remains to be done. The advent of sustainable development calls for valorizing biodegradable textiles, in short, textiles of natural origin. Consultation of databases (Google Scholar and Researchgate) reveals that the use of tapered bark in clothing is an ancient culture known not only in Cameroon but in many other countries around the world. The trees constantly used in the manufacture of this fabric are Iroko, and it has been found that there are two types of tree, Millicia excelsa and Millicia regia, which nevertheless have certain morphological and physiological distinctions. It should also be noted that slick extraction can be carried out on a tree trunk that has already been cut down and on a tree that is still alive. In the latter case, care must be taken with the quantity of bark to be removed from the tree to avoid destroying it. In the end, the fabric that emerges from this traditional untreated extraction is still quite stiff and does not have good textile properties; we, therefore, need to experiment in future studies with appropriate treatments to obtain properties that can be compared with those of modern textiles.
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